
David Shonk jokes with actor David Thursby,

Actor Manager Nicolle Lukezic surveys the dry

erase board of positions that need filled for that

evening's haunt.
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Zombies eating cookies in place of brains and monsters taking mirror selfies

are just some of the things you could potentially witness behind the scenes

at Kent's newest and only haunted attraction, Morbid Estates.

The three-part attraction has you enter the Borley Brothers Funeral Home,

arrive at Infestation and finish out your visit at the Estate in a set built

mostly of materials from Habitat for Humanity's ReStore. In return, some of

the funds raised through ticket sales will be donated to the non-profit

organization's Portage County branch.

David Shonk and Chad Collins, both 22 years old, spent the past two months

building their 10,000-square-foot masterpiece from the ReStore material

within the once abandoned property. Now, Shonk and Collins along with

their family, friends, paid workers and unpaid volunteers, fill Morbid

Estates weekends in October.

Check it out for yourself in photo form or the remaining dates: Oct. 18, 19,

24, 25, 26, 31 and Nov. 1. It's open 7 p.m. to midnight, and it's $18 per

person, but you can knock $3 off with a coupon from their website.
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Thursby and Shonk hang out until other actors

begin to arrive to get dressed and have their

makeup done. A Habitat for Humanity banner

hangs in their entrance way because the

attraction is built from ReStore materials and

donates some of their profit to the Portage County

branch.

Actor Emilee arrives and heads for the dry erase

board to call dibs on the part she wants for the

night. Actors are not assigned positions and have

the ability to choose an area in any house they

prefer.

Shonk tried to put in theatrical contacts that he

hasn't worn in more than a year, but continued to



hasn't worn in more than a year, but continued to

wince at how uncomfortable they were.

Shonk finally succeeds with one lense, and decides

that leaving one eye free is both creepier and will

allow him to see more successfully in the dark

haunt later that night.

Most of the people who work in Morbid Estates

own the attraction's T-shirt and don it proudly.

Lukezic helps Rachel tease out her hair after

coating her face with white makeup. Lukezic

requires all actors to do their own face with the

white powder to prepare for Shonk or another

person to do their makeup in order to speed up

the process.



Emilee unravels faux barbed wire to wrap around

her head to add to her costume.

Actors all pick their own clothing with the

occasional suggestion from Lukezic or others.

Rachel completes her blood-based look with a bit

of mascara. While Shonk does most of the actors'

makeup, they helped out with little things such as

this and adding white to their faces.

Lukezic apologizes to Brandon after trying to coat

his face with baby powder in preperation for

makeup and spilling out a little too much.



Connor prepares his face with white makeup

while Shonk places a rubber clown nose on

Brandon.

Morbid Estates stores their various masks and

accessories away from the closet of clothing in

what used to be a private office.

Like most aspects of the haunt, actors choose

masks to complete their look

Jan plays with what Lukezic refers to as "party

dolphin," or a hat she wore on silly hat day.



Shonk's parents pay a visit to drop off pizza for all

of the actors and see how the progress is coming.

Looks like monsters take selfies, too. Two actors

pose in front of the mirror as one snaps a photo

with his phone.

Emilee tries out some of Shonk's new blood eye

drops to create a stream of red tears.

Christina and Emilee pose to show off their

finished makeup.



Margie and Bryan scout the closet for materials to

finish off their matching costumes.

After finishing his own makeup, Zach helps to

complete makeup for the actors.

Like Zach with his zombie makeup, some actors

preferred to do their own looks.

Jan's face is coated with the prosthetic, and he

must allow it to set before applying any makeup.

Zach continues doing makeup for the rest of the

actors while Shonk works on Jan's prosthetic.



Jan has another actor spray blood over his

makeup as it sets.

Jan has Shonk add even more blood to his "burnt"

face to make it look as realistic as possible.

Jan's finished face after layers of prosthetic,

makeup and fake blood successfully gives off the

burnt look he and Shonk were going for.



Jan and Zach unknowingly make the same facial

expression while posing and waiting for the

attraction to open.

Not many actors received the prosthetic approach

due to time consumption, but those who did came

out with a realistic appearance.

Zach breaks the zombie stereotype of cannibalism

and enjoys a pumpkin cookie while admiring his

own makeup before the haunt opens.

Shonk pulled his hair through his mask to make it

look as unkempt as possible.

Lukezic used Shonk's new teeth paint to give off

the rotten look that comes with being a cliché
hillbilly.


